
ISER physicists develop 
nanophotonic method to retrieve 

encoded structure in light 
from the Indian Institute of 

Scence Education and Research 

(ISER), Pune. 
The team experimentally re- 

trieved spin angular momentumn 

and orbital angular momentum 

of light through scattering using 
siver nanowire. In their experi- 
mental configuration, silver 

nanowires facilitate better inter- 
action with light due to their 

metallic nature. 

length of light, wherein 
nanoscale optical forces and 

torques play a significant role," 

said Kumar. 
Such pathways, say IISER sci- 

entists, can be best suitable in de 

coding the information, that too 

at microchiplevels. 
"This protocol can be used to of micro and nano-objects as re 

read and retrieve information at 

microscales and ourworkadds a 
new pathway of retrieval by us-

ing light scattering technique," 
the physiists said. 

torques down to the scale of a 

Jarge molecule. "Suh pathways 
hold potential in improvinglight-
molecule interactions, optical 
data reading, at classical and 

quantum optical regimes" they 
said. Applications of this proto 
col incdude rotation and sorting 
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ACROUPofphysicists from Pune 
have experimentally demon- 

statedanoveleperimetalpro- 
tocol that will optimizeretrieval 
and transfer of optical informa- 
tion and energy at the scale of a 

micodhip. 
Information can be encoded 

and transmitted using struchred 
light. Across the world, research 
to developmethods to store and 
retrieve this informationare cur 

rently on. Having advanced ex-

perimental protocols has be 
Come a necessity and one sudh 

pattway has been devised by the 
group led by G V Pavan Kumar 

"Both these angular mo-
menta of light are importantde-

grees of freedom available in a Scholars Diptabrata Paul and 
propagating light beam. These Deepak Sharma, ho were part 
canbe used to encode optical in- 
formation and can be harnessed 
to study and understand interac 
tions between light and matter 
ata scale smaller than the wave- 

quired in achiral biological ervi 

ronmentand in nano-scale opto 
mechanics at classical and 

quantum regimes 
One canpotentially applyop- 

tical forces and torques on tiny 
objects incuding quantum ob 
jects such as molecules, quantum 

dots and nanoparticles. This has 
implications in photonicmanip 
ulation of matter at micro and 
nanoscale, said ISER scientists 

of the study published in the 
journal Laser & Photonics 
Reviews, further stated that the 
new protocol can be hamessed 
to apply optical forces and 


